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Abstract:

This search for base maintenance of public order of the nation and its impact on the building of civilization, in which I tried to evidenced landmarks this subject; being a contemporary topics Makassed task, which takes a great deal of attention of researchers in the assets of Islamic jurisprudence at the present time.

The interest of the Islamic religion in all aspect of human life, to the extent necessary attention, and on this basis to make for the maintenance of public order critical importance of this aspect of human life, embarking them fixed laws, and select the man’s relationship to other, what should be his and what he must, and systems link the individual to society, and the limits of individual and social responsibilities, in addition to other matters relating to this area of life.

Given the social and civil nature that Allah gave them rights and paid to the need for the meeting with the children of sex and cooperation among themselves in order to meet the needs and interests that indescribable individually and Altnasser among themselves; this meeting will not achieve for a person end which create for them unless enrolled with the children of sex in a social institution with strong authority to pay a conflict among individuals; and check the regularity of everyone in the collection of benefits and pay off evil.

And research deals with two aspects: first, the concept of maintaining public order system and its relationship to the purposes of the law, and the second base maintenance of order and its impact on the building of civilization.